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1 Abstracts

This manual is meant as an (english) step-by-step tutorial for the use of the 2D-FEM pre-
processing tool OMEGA2D, a domain description and mesh generation program which has
been written by Gunar Matthies (University of Magdeburg). It is used as the pre-processing
unit for the Finite Element Packages FEAST and FEATFLOW developed at the University of
Heidelberg.

2 Introduction

We will demonstrate how to describe a domain by specifying the individual boundary compo-
nents, how to define mesh points adjacently and finally how to define “macros”, i.e. quadrilateral
elements. When we are done, we will have a coarse mesh that can be processed with FEAT-
FLOW.

A trifle in advance: Two versions of OMEGA2D are recently available, version 1.1 and 1.6.
The later version has some (more or less) useful (for FEATFLOW ) additional features but is
unfortunately less stable than version 1.1 and does not allow to save your work when mesh points
exist who are not yet part of a macro! Hence we advise to use version 1.1. The screenshots in
this tutorial are taken from version 1.1, too.

However, all these versions may be obsolete in future since we expect the first release of the
Java-based successor Devisor soon. Henceforth we will not be restricted any more to Microsoft
Windows 3.x or above for the pre-processing steps domain description and mesh generation!

3 Using OMEGA2D

3.1 Starting with OMEGA2D

Assuming that you successfully installed OMEGA2D on your computer and that you have
started OMEGA2D, you will have a screen like shown in Figure 1.

3.2 Defining the boundary

We will now create the exemplary 2D domain described in the FEATFLOW manual.
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Figure 1: Graphical user interface of OMEGA2D on startup

Figure 2: Exemplary 2D domain from the FEATFLOW manual
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Figure 3: Several boundary component types can be found in menu “Rand” (“boundary”)

We start with defining the type of the first boundary component. The menu “Rand” (“bound-
ary”) contains three types: “Linie” (“line”), “Bogen” (“curve”), “Spline” (“spline”) (see Figure
2).

When you select “curve” (“Bogen”), you can choose between a positive and a negative curve.
“Positive” means that the parametrization proceeds in counterclockwise sense, while “negative”
means clockwise sense. This difference is made because the domain has always to be left of the
boundary component!

For now, we choose “line” (“Linie”) to prescribe the outer rectangle.
With a mouse click at the origin we set the first point. We scroll to the right with the cursor

keys and proceed with the parametrization in counterclockwise sense by defining the next point
at (2.5, 0). Similar we define points at (2.5, 0.41) and (0.0, 0.41). Finally we click at the origin
once again to close the boundary. You will recognize a red line connecting these four points. We
have finished with the “channel”.

(In case you cannot position the mouse pointer as precise as you want, you can either
adjust the fineness of the mouse movements by specifying a lower value for the fineness in the
“configuration” dialog (“Konfiguration – Maße ändern – Genauigkeit”). Or you can use the
keyboard to enter the values. Just press the spacebar, feed them into the dialog that appears
and press ok.)

Next, we are going to parameterize the cylinder. First, we have to tell OMEGA2D about
this new boundary component: choose from menu “Rand” item “Neuer Randteil”. Afterwards
select from the same menu a negative curve (“Bogen” – “negativ”). We draw the cylinder with
starting point at (0.45,0.20) and center point (0.50,0.20). The end point is again at (0.45,0.20).
OMEGA2D should now show something like Figure 4.

3.3 Defining mesh points

The next step is defining mesh points. We start with defining mesh points on the boundary
components. Therefore, select from menu “Makro” item “Randecke” (“boundary point”) as
shown in the screenshot in Figure 5.

We want to emphasize here that boundary points cannot be set arbitrarily! When you click,
the nearest boundary point will be focussed. With the cursor keys this focus can then be moved
along the boundary curve. With “+” and “-” you can control the fineness of this movement.
When the focus has reached its final position you can define the boundary point by pressing
“enter”. Likewise you carry on with the next boundary point.

Having defined all the boundary points we will devote ourselves now to mesh points in the
interior. As you can see in Figure 5 the menu “Makro” contains an item for inner points, too:
“Innere Ecke”. Select it so that we can define the outstanding inner points (this time – and
unlike the procedure with boundary points – arbitrarily!).
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Figure 4: The exemplary domain without any mesh point or macro

(By the way, in case you make a mistake and want to undo your last action – this can
be accomplished by selecting the item “Undo” from menu “Löschen”. Quite obvious, isn’t it?
Unfortunately, only the last action can be taken back. If you want more actions to be undone,
you have to revert to a saved version.

However, there is a second reason why it is advisable to save your work over and over again,
why we recommend the usage of a different filename each time you save (e.g. c2d-1.geb, c2d-
2.geb, c2d-3.geb etc.) and why we say that whenever you have saved your work, you should
open the file that has just been written to disk. Admittedly an odd procedure, but... we have
reports that OMEGA2D refuses to load its own files every now and then! Let’s hope that the
successor of OMEGA2D will not have a likewise kink.)

3.4 Defining macros

The last thing we have to do is defining “macros”. A macro is a quadrilateral element and hence
consists of four (boundary or inner) points. All we have to do is tell OMEGA2D that we want to
declare macros. Therefore select from the menu “Makro” shown in Figure 5 the item “Makro”.
Then choose four points you want to connect and click them in counterclockwise sense. If one
or more points are on the boundary, click them first. If you have only inner points the order
in which they are clicked does not matter as long as they are clicked in counterclockwise sense.
Finally you will see something like Figure 8 on your screen:

We are done! Save your work (let us assume as c2d-final.geb) and transfer the files c2d-
final.prm and c2d-final.tri that OMEGA2D produces simultaneously to the subdirectory FEAT-

FLOW /application /example /#pre (see the example in the FEATFLOW manual [2]), and
additionally the coarse mesh c2d-final.tri as c2d0.tri to FEATFLOW /application /example

/#adc. Now, we are ready to proceed with FEATFLOW on our PC or UNIX workstation.
A last helpful comment:
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“Don’t forget to save and reload/check your work in a very frequent manner...”
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Figure 5: Mesh point types can be found in menu “Makro” (“macro”)

Figure 6: The exemplary domain with mesh points on the boundary but without any inner point
or macro
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Figure 7: The exemplary domain with all mesh points but without any macro

Figure 8: The exemplary domain with all mesh points and macros defined
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